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Compliments intheclassroom: Gender and status differences
in Midwestern American English
Cheryl Beth Riesberg
MajorProfessor: Dr. Barbara Schwarte
Iowa State University
This study examines several patterns in compliments within ahypothetical
imiversity classroom in the Midwest, especially the efiects ofstatus and gender. The data
were gathered by means ofa discourse completion test which included four items.
Respondents were required to answer in written form. Data from 75 males and 75
females were collected and were analyzed for semantic patterns, lexical choices, and
syntactic formulae with respect togender and status eftects within these categories.
Results showed that females give and receive more compliments thanmales,
regardless of status. Females of equal status to therespondent were themost
complimented; the least complimented was amale ofhigher status than the respondent.
Lexical, semantic and syntactic patterns showed a relatively limited setof formulae.
Possible social factors for the highly patterned compliment were outlined. Finally,
implications for teaching these formulae in an ESL or EFL classroom were drawn and
ideas for lessons were presented.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the idea of teaching speech acts and pragmatic competence in ESL has
become popular. However, in spite all the research pointing to the benefits of teaching
speech acts, even the newest textbooks have made very little mention of the social norms
of speech acts. During my search for speech acts in ESL textbooks for use in my class, I
found some did have very basic rules for social situations like going to the bank and
using the telephone. However, vocabulary seemed to be the main focus and the lessons
found were not nearly complete enough to help my students in social situations. For
example, in afew conversation skills textbooks, acompliment pattern can be found in a
list ofother "useful" expressions to be used in social situations; however, inmost
textbooks no mention is made at all.
Focus of this Study
Many previous studies have investigated compliments. For example. Holmes
(1986,1987,1988) examined compliments and compliment responses in New Zealand
English. Herbert (1986,1989) did studies concentrating on native speakers ofEnglish in
both South Africa andNew York. Wolfson (1981, 1983, 1984) and Wolfson and Manes
(1980) worked with acorpus of compliments gathered in Pennsylvania and Virginia.
Creese (1991) did acontrastive analysis ofBritish and American compliments. Nelson,
Al-batal, and Echols (1996) compared compliments from native speakers ofArabic and
American English.
The current study ofcompliments attempts to fill gaps in previous studies with
respect to three main points. The first is afocus on compliments in a classroom setting
only. The second isthe ability tostate compliment avoidance ina quantifiable manner.
Because data were gathered by means ofelicitation rather than naturally occurring data,
respondents were able to opt to avoid acompliment, so avoidance resulted in countable
data. And third, the current study examines data from participants who are from the
Midwest and primarily use the Midland or North Central dialects ofAmerican English,
which havebeen largely neglected in previous studies.
The results ofthis study could prove to be an invaluable tool for teachers and
students in a second language classroom. When teaching compliments, teachers would
be provided with amore accurate and complete set ofrules for this behavior than current
texts provide, and pass on more accurate information to students.
Focus on a classroom setting
Previous work has provided very useful information about general patterns in
complimenting behavior, including a template for syntactic and semantic structures of
compliments and a set ofthe most frequent lexical choices (Manes and Wolfson 1981,
Herbert 1986b, Holmes 1986). Previous work has also provided some explanations for
the social function ofcomplimenting behavior (Wolfson 1988, Herbert 1986b). However,
the studies have gathered data from the general population. None ofthe studies have
compiled and analyzed data limited to the context ofa university classroom, which is the
behavior most interest to university ESL students. Only one previous, study focused on
the student population. Herbert (1986b) examined a corpus which was gathered by
university students within their own social groups. His data included compliments and
compliment responses recorded and uttered while students were engaged in awide
variety of activities, but his student researchers did not limit data to classroom activities.
Other studies have included students, but have not focused solely on students. In fact,
Holmes (1986) and Wolfson (1983) both state that analysis ofdata from across-section
of society was an important part of the study. The results in data analysis will be useful
when teaching speech act behavior in auniversity-level ESL classroom. The data in the
corpus are gathered from the same group ofpeople in the same setting where the
university ESL learner will likely have the first opportunity to interact with native
speakers. The current study hopes to provide aset of general norms specifically for the
classroom and the university ESL student.
Quantifiable results of compliment avoidance
The compliments in the previous studies were gathered ethnographically. In
order to achieve an ethnographic study, researchers gathered compliments in natural
settings and recorded the first compliments they either overheard or participated in. In
ethnographically-gathered data, there is no way to quantifiably state when arespondent
hasanopportunity to give a compliment but chooses not to.
The data for the current study were gathered by means ofa discourse completion
questionnaire. Although it will be described in more detail in Chapter 3, it is important
to mention that the written questionnaire in the current study presented respondents with
acontext, and in each question respondents were asked how likely they would be to
comment. Acompliment was apossible answer for each question. In some cases, the
respondent chose to say nothing at all, thus avoiding acompliment opportunity. When
using ethnographically-gathered or naturally-occurring data, it is possible to speculate
about relative frequency ofcompliments and the effect status and gender has in that
frequency, but information about avoidance in much more limited.
Gathering data with aquestionnaire or discourse completion test lessens bias due
to the gender ofthe researcher. One example ofthe problems in gathering data
ethnographically can be seen in Holmes' 1988 study. In the style ofethnographic
research, she instructed her university student data collectors torecord the first 20
compliments they heard, without discrimination. Holmes explains that since most of the
students who had volunteered for the project were female, her data could beskewed to
include more compliments given and received by females because female researchers
probably had more opportunity to witness and take part in compliments involving
females. For this reason. Holmes' male representation incomplimenting behavior could
be lower than would truly be found in the general population. Admittedly, Holmes data
may well show an accurate picture ofmale and female ratios. However, it is hoped that
by gathering data by means ofaquestionnaire and administering itto an equal numbers
ofmales and females, the question ofbias on the basis ofthe researcher's gender will be
greatly lessened. When analyzed, the data in the current study will provide amore
quantifiable way to express male and female patterns.
An issue similar to the question of gender bias is the affect of status on
complimenting behavior. Holmes (1986) stated that her researchers didn t always know
theexact nature of the relationship between compliment participants. Researchers
recorded what was known, if anything, about the status ofcompliment participants. She
goes on to say that more concrete information regarding status was necessary inorder to
draw meaningful conclusions. The data collection instrument in the current study
constructs a context so that status and its effect on compliments can be stated
quantifiably.
Study of English in the Midwest
The third, and perhaps most important, gap the current study attempts to fill is the
lack ofresearch done using thedialects ofEnglish spoken intheMidwest. Although
much finer distinctions are made, five very broad dialect divisions describe theEnglish
spoken inthe United States: Inland North, South, West, North Central and Midland
(Labov, Ash, and Boberg 1997) (see Fig. 1). The English spoken in Iowa and the
Midwest belongs to theMidland andtheNorth Central Dialects.
Some degree ofdisagreement has existed about which dialect ofAmerican
English is most "general' and most useful for ESL students to leam. Some linguists have
called theMidland dialect "General English" and claim that it is the least marked ofall
American dialects. This study will not attempt to further argument for ormake use of
such assumptions. Instead, I push all controversy and discussion aside, and contend that
theMidland and North Central Dialects aregeographically a large part of the five dialect
divisions. Yet, surprisingly, theMidland and North Central Dialects have notbeen
included for research involving compliments. Holmes (1986) used datacollected inNew
Zealand, Herbert (1989) used datafrom the Inland North Dialect andSouth Africa,
Wolfson (1983) used data from theSouth and thePhiladelphia Dialect area. Nelson,
Al-batal andEchols (1996) gathered datafrom speakers of the South Dialect andArabic
speakers, and Creese (1991) compared data from thePhiladelphia Dialect area toBritish
English. The Midland and North Central dialects have been almost completely neglected
in compliment research thus far. The isogloss between theMidland andtheNorth
Central Dialectsdivides the state of Iowaand isjust north ofAmes, Iowa,where the
research for this study were gathered.
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Importance to students and teachers
The results of this study can beuseful in an ESL classroom by incorporating them
in ESL lessons. Inthis way the students might at least better understand their American
classmates' behavior, if notmaster some of the linguistic strategies needed in order to
more easily form social relationships with their American classmates. Social
relationships not only improve quality of life, but have been proven to speed language
learning andprovide more opportunity forprofessional advancement.
Research Questions
The analysis ofdata will have two focal points. For the first focus, the data from
all respondents (male and female) will be combined. Iwill seek to answer the following
questions:
• Are semantic and syntactic patterns evident?
• How frequently are compliments given?
• What are the most common lexical choices?
• How does status affect these patterns?
In the second part, the data from men and women will be analyzed separately in
orderto examine howgender affectsresponses. Thequestions are as follows:
• Arecertain semantic patterns more prevalent with one of the genders?
• Do men and women make different lexical choices?
• Which gender receivesmore compliments?
• How does gender affect status patterns?
This paper examines patterns intheuse ofcompliments in a hypothetical
classroom setting. The first focus is onfinding general patterns for complimenting
behavior by focusing on lexical, semantic, andsyntactic information andhowstatus
affects these patterns. The second focus seeks to find gender differences within these
patterns. Third, the results from the current study will be compared toprevious studies in
order to see ifany similarities can be found. Lastly, some implications will be drawn for
use when teaching compliments inan English as a second language classroom.
Motivation for undertaking research inthis area came from anEnglish as a
second language (ESL) conversation skills class I recently taught at Iowa State
University. After performing aneeds assessment, Idiscovered that while the students did
have a desire to leam English for use in formal settings, they were equally hungry to learn
the rules for social situations (i.e., they wanted boyfriends and girlfriends). They were
advanced enough learners to realize that the rules for their own cultures sometimes
did not have thesame effects inEnglish, but not advanced enough tobeable to employ
new rules without some degree of instruction.
Organization of this Study
In the next chapter I will define terms useful for discussion ofthis study. Then, I
will present some background information, together with a review ofpast research. In
Chapter 3,1 will explain how I formulated the method ofdata collection with a rationale
for its use and a description oftheparticipants in the study. InChapter 4,1will present
the data and interpret it in light ofthe research questions, compare these results tothe
findings in previous studies and offer possible explanations for differences found. Lastly,
in Chapter 5, the Conclusion, Iwill provide a summary ofmajor findings ofthis study
and outline its limitations and make suggestions for future research. Also, suggestions
will be given for usingthese findings in a language classroom.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Before it ispossible to discuss the data inameaningful way, several key terms
will bedefined, necessary background information provided, and useful examples
outlined. Finally, results from thedata ofprevious studies will bepresented.
Definition of Important Terms
In this section, I wish to define theterms which will beused to discuss thedata in
this study. First, it is important to recognize the term speech act. Speech acts are defined
as "attempts by language users toperform specific actions" (Ellis 1994). Some examples
ofspeech acts which have been researched in the past are compliments, apologies,
requests, invitations and refusals. Speech acts are often studied inadjacency pairs (Sacks
1972). This refers to two utterances in sequence which are dependant onone another.
Consider the following example:
Example (1)
A: You've lost weight. You look great.
B: Oh, thanks. I've been working out.
This example is anadjacency pair because the response which speaker Bmakes is
dependant on his orher interpretation ofspeaker A's intention. In this case speaker A
appears to begiving speaker Ba compliment. Ifthe intention ismisinterpreted (i.e., if
the utterance is taken as an insult), then speakerB wouldbe more likely to give an
inappropriate response. Decisions must bemade by speakers about when touse speech
acts in order to have their intentions interpreted correctly. Inappropriate timing or
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subject choices which are outside ofthe norms ofthe culture where the utterance is
spoken, may cause tension among the speakers. The speaker must know wheu to speak.
The when ofusing speech acts can be described using two different terms. The
first is pragmatic competence. Pragmatic competence describes the knowledge ofhow
utterances relate to context. It is different from grammatical knowledge in that it
recognizes meaning behind speech acts. Pragmatic competence is dependent on the idea
that speech acts can be either direct or indirect. Adirect speech act has form and
function which are congruent. In other words, there isno "hidden meaning behind the
phrase. In adirect speech act the phrase "I'm cold" would mean that the speaker is cold,
but it would not function as an indirect request to shut the window.
However, an indirect speech act has incongruent form and function ormultiple
functions. In other words, the speaker's intention is other than what the form of the
utterance dictates. An example ofan indirect speech act is seen in the following example
of two friends, one of whom is late for an appointment with the other;
Example (2)
A; It's nice ofyou to show up today.
B: Yeah, sorry, my alarm didn't go off.
In this example, Aphrases hercomment ina way that has thepattern of a
compliment. If the context isnot taken into consideration, itmay well bemistaken for
one. But the illocutionar\^ force, or real meaning behind thecomment, is a complaint, for
which Bapologizes. It is this illocutionar '^ force which drives the meaning behind such
indirect speech acts and makes utterances like "I'm thirsty" mean "Please get mesome
water." If speaker Bhad not taken into account the illocutionary force behind his orher
response woulid have been inappropriate.
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Holmes (1986) defines a compliment as "a speech act which explicitly or
implicitly attributes credit to someone other than the speaker, usually the person
addressed, for some 'good' (possession, characteristic, skill, etc.) which is positively
valued by the speaker and the hearer." As in other research done in complimenting
behavior, the only compliments that will be considered inthis study are ones which have
both the form and illocutionary force ofpositive evaluation and attributing "good". For
example,
Example (3)
A; I like your hat
B; Thanks.
wouldbe considered in the data. Searle (1979)outlinesa set of rules which govern the
interpretation ofspeech acts called felicity conditions. Searle states that the essential
element ofthese conditions is that the speech act in question represents a truthful state of
affairs. In other words, thehearer must interpret if the illocutionary force andtheform of
the speech act match. In example 2,the hearers would ask themselves if the speaker is
really giving a compliment, and then respond according tothe interpretation. Example 2
would not be included in the data because of its contrary meaning, but utterances such as
Examples 1and 3would, because they both attribute "good" to the compliment recipient.
Data that was not includedin the study willbe discussed inmoredetail in Chapter3.
Politeness Theory
Speech acts have been studied within the constraints ofthe Politeness Theory
(Brown andLevinson 1978). The authors say that etiquette in conversation involves the
idea of "face". This concept is divided into "positive face", or thedesire to be liked and
approved of, and "negative face", orthe desire to be left alone. Inconversation and in
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many formulaic speech acts, one aspect offace is at risk. For example, a face threatening
act (FTA) like a request damages negative face, while aFTA like failing to invite a friend
to party damage the friend's positive face.
The degree to which the FTA has potential to damage face affects the level of
politeness. Asmall request, like asking to pass the salt at adinner table, requires a lower
politeness level than asking to borrow a large sum ofmoney, for example. Passing the
salt represents much less ofan imposition and threatens negative face much less than a
sizeable loan, and therefore ismore likely to beaccomplished without much politeness.
Compliments are potential FTAs. Aspeaker may not compliment inan
obligatory situation, like a friend' new hairstyle, and would thus damage the positive face
ofthe recipient. However, if the speaker compliments in away which isoutside ofthe
norm, he or shemeets withdisapproval andpositive face is damaged.
Compliment responses are also potential FTAs. For instance, if the recipient does
not acknowledge the speaker, orgives an inappropriate response, the positive face ofthe
speaker is damaged, aswell as the negative face oftherecipient.
Importance of Speech Acts
Many researchers have outlined the need and the importance for incorporating
sociolinguistic competence and speech acts ina foreign language classroom (Judd 1999,
Holmes andBrown 1987, Tanaka 1997). Astudent's success as a language learner in an
immersion setting is thought to depend upon (among other factors) his orher level of
investment in the culture where he or she will use the target language (Ellis 1994). That
isto say, if the student feels a part ofthe culture orsees the value inbeing a part of it, he
or she will be more motivated to learn. If the student feelsmore motivatedto learn, then
the he or she will seek situations where there are more opportunities to learn. For
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example, ifthe student can participate in social functions in the target language and sees
the value in participation, he orshe will feel more connected to the culture. Without
participation in the target culture, no attachment and value or benefit is perceived, and
the language learner is less likelyto be successful.
The rules to a culture's speech acts are the keys to understanding the people in
that culture. Manes (1983) contends that a culture's speech acts reflect itsvalues.
However, if the language learner does not leam when touse the grammar learned in the
classroom, he orshe will transfer his orher own cultural rules. Some rules and values
may transfer successfiilly, while others may not. Depending on the context, this can lead
to uncomfortable situations for boththe learner andthenative speaker. First, if all the
non-native speaker (NNS) feels are uncomfortable moments, he or she will not be able to
lessen the social distance he or she feels in the new culture and will not achieve an
adequate level ofinvestment and involvement to facilitate language learning. And
second, theNNS's failure to communicate that which he orshe means may cause the
native speaker to mistake the pragmatic transfer as rudeness or even stupidity (Judd 1999,
Tanaka 1997). As a result, the NNS may miss opportunities academically and
professionally, since promotions and advancements often depend on social connections.
Cross-cultural comparisons of speech acts
Striking cultural variances are found when investigating norms of speech acts.
Even cultures which share a native language may have different norms. Any American
who has lived for any length of time in another English-speaking country canattestto
that. For example, while I was in high school I spent ayear living in Australia. During
my year abroad 1was lucky enough (linguistically speaking, in any case) to live in a
home with a rather precocious child who informed me, among his many other insights.
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thatI said"you're welcome" far toooften. Hewent on to explain that"you'rewelcome"
should only be saidif the person who is receiving the thanks has done something very
large. By saying it after every thanksI received, as was the norm of speechbehavior in
my culture, I broke a speech act norm in his culture. The"you'rewelcome" rule for
speech actswas probably notone thathe or I could have explained before I broke it for
him. All he knew was that the stranger was using speech incorrectly.
Other investigations of speechacts have indicated cross-cultural differences as
well. Creese (1991) interviewedBritish andAmerican subjectswho agreed that
Americans seemedverydirectwhen making requests, whereas herBritish subjects were
more inclinedto hedgeand even apologize before making requests. Oneof her British
subjects commented that Americans seem to view small requests as very routine and not
requiringmuch hedging (a minor FTAto negative face), but in England, infringements on
anotherperson's time and space ismore serious andrequires more hedging and even
apologizing before a request is made (potentially more damaging to negative face). As a
result, an American making a small request might be considered rude in Englandif he or
she spoke using American norms of requesting behavior.
On the other hand, in American culture, over-hedgingcan have a equally negative
effect. One example of this is taken from a social setting in the Midwest. For several
years I served drinks in a college bar which had a casual atmosphere. One of the regular
customers was a gentleman in his mid-thirties from the MiddleEast who always caused
great argument among the bartenders. The staff did not want to wait on him. He was
never rude; the problemwas the opposite. Whenordering, he used hedging to such a
great extent that it seemed excessively flowery to the Americans. Every request was
preceded by a longphrase suchas, "I was wondering if youwould be so kindas to...." or
"I would verymuch appreciate it if you could possibly...". His speech seemed too formal
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and therefore exhausting to thestaff. One bartender was overheard saying, "Iwant totell
him it's our job [to serve him] and to just relax a little". Several possibilities exist for his
actions. The first is that in his culture, even small requests represent a potentiallyvery
damaging FTA, and he istransferring his cultural rules into his speech. Second, the
gentleman could have learned these prescriptive rules for request in aESL class, and is
simply using them and trying tobepolite inthe new culture. Finally, considering that
alcohol is taboo inmany Middle Eastern cultures^ thegentleman might be using
excessive formality inorder to compensate for his feelings ofguilt for drinking alcohol.
Whatever the reason, tension between the participants was the outcome andspeech act
instruction in ESL class would contribute to its solution.
Critics ofcross-cultural comparisons ofspeech acts cite theassumption that the
same factors govern speech behavior inall cultures as faulty. However, situational and
social factors influence speech acts. For example, a change in appearance inAmerican
culture would elicit a compliment (Manes 1983) because ofthe importance this society
places onpossessions and appearance. However, thesame compliment to a French
speaker might betaken asaninsult (Wolfson 1981). Furthermore, inmuch ofthe
western world an apology would be offered for lateness, butHebrew speakers are less
concerned with time, so a reason would be offered but not an apology (Olshtain 1983).
This is not to saythat cross-cultural comparisons are impossible or not useful.
However, special care should be taken to investigate the social and situational factors
which dictate speech acts (and the degree towhich they are potential FTAs) within one
culturebefore comparisonscan be made to another.
16
OverviewofCompliments and Compliment Responses
Compliments and compliment responses are adjacency pairs and are linked
because the interpretation ofthe former dictates the content ofthe latter. Although the
current study examines only compliments, some attention should be given to work
involving compliment responses because of the degree to which they are interdependent.
In this section, a detailed overview ofcompliment research will be given, then a
summary ofwork done with compliment responses will be provided.
Compliments
Numerous studies have noted thatAmericans compliment farmore often
than many other cultures. Americans have been found to compliment more often than
the British (Creese 1991), than South Africans (Herbert and Straight 1991), than New
Zealanders (Holmes 1986), than Poles (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 1989), and than
Arabic speakers (Nelson, Al-batal and Echols 1996). In fact. Manes and Wolfson (1981)
give examples from many different cultures where compliments are not as frequent as in
theUnited States. Even my own students have mentioned that Americans seem very
shallow and insincere when it comes to compliments because, from their perspective, the
compliments are overly abundant. Students are often unsure about the meaning of
compliments because of their frequency.
Americans complimenting in other cultures has also been problematic. To
illustrate this, I take an example from a study-abroad program toMexico inwhich I
participated. Each student on the trip stayed with aMexican family in order to create an
immersion experience. Before the trip, the director ofthe program had some advice for
hisAmerican students. Hewarned all of them against complimenting any object in the
Mexican family's home. The director explained that after a compliment, the family
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members might give theobject asa gift, even if they could ill-afford to do so. Atthe
time, thewarning made little sense to theAmerican students. But in revie\ving the
research. Holmes (1986) explains that compliment can have the illocutionary force ofa
request for an item inmany cultures. Even if the Mexican family didn't give the item as
agift, the compliment may still have been interpreted as having the illocutionary force of
a request. As a result, thefamily might beleft with the impression that the American was
very rude because she asked to be given a gift in an inappropriate situation.
Social functions of compliments
Acompliment isthe nicest kind of ice-breaker you can have when you are having a tough
time getting a conversation going with another person. Even if theother person is as shy
asyou are, when you pay that person a compliment, heor she will usually react positively,
andthe compliment justmight cause the recipient to startrowing her end of the boat.
-Baldrige, L. (1990) Complete guide to the new manners for the90's
If complimenting is somuch more frequent inAmerican culture than in many
others, we might be able to assume that it performs more functions than thesimple actof
praise. For someindications of this culture's prescriptive rules for complimenting
behavior, an etiquette books was consulted. Although an argument could bemade that a
source such as an etiquette book ismerely a cuhural artifact andmaynot reflectpatterns
in authentic conversation, an etiquette expert's advice does provide valuable information
about theperceivednorm. In the excerpt above, Baldrige mentions complimenting as a
good way to begin a conversation with a stranger. Inher book, she also lists social
situations which require a compliment, such as receiving a gift, after a friend has
purposefully changed appearance, aftera dinnerin someone's home, and after
competitive sports. She further suggests "fibbing a bit" in order to compliment a fnend
who has changed her appearance in a waywhich is unflattering. Why should a
18
compliment be so important in this situation that the prescriptive rule calls for a lie?
Whatare the consequences of failingto compliment?
To answer these questions, one might imagine ahost inviting several people over
for dinner and not receiving any favorable comments on the meal. Chances are, the lack
of comments would create tension. The host would consider theguests impolite and
would likely be upset. Wolfson and Manes (1981) suggest that incases where a
compliment is expected but absent indicates disapproval. In this case, acompliment
seems to say, "we have the same tastes and like the same things. I approve ofyour
actions. We are equals." Ifa compliment isn't delivered, itwould be perceived as
meaning the opposite. Wolfson and Manes (1981) state that without receiving constant
reassurance from ourfriends andcolleagues about our taste, abilities, and decisions we
feel distinctly uncomfortable."
In a pop culture example, we also see that aoflack ofcompliments indicates
disapproval. Although the following event is totally fictitious, it is useful because pop
culture can mimic a culture's norms. One episode ofthe television comedy The Brady
Bunch finds Jam changing her appearance drastically (she put on a dark wig) and going to
a social event. During the event, Jan finds a distinct lack ofcomments about her change
in hairstyle. Achange ofappearance in this culture would warrant a compliment from
peers. When none were delivered, Jan was very upset. In this case, absence of
comments did indicatedisapproval, just as Wolfson andManes (1981) suggest.
Inanother pop culture example, advice about compliments are found. "Miss
Manners" (Martin 1989) warns women that compliments from a strange man should be
ignored and advises men against complimenting awoman in the workplace for fear ofa
sexual harassment suit. What perceived function do compliments have that cause the
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authority on politeness to say that they should be ignored when given by a strange man?
Why would a compliment evoke a sexual harassment suit at the workplace?
Tannen (1993) mayprovide an explanation. In herwork, shefinds that
complimenting is a type of courting behavior. She views compliments as a way to create
solidarity between the speaker and the recipient. My previous study on complimenting
behavior Riesberg (1999) also illustrates the compliment's function of solidarity in
American English. Inthe 1998 study, 30 American males and 26 American females were
given adiscourse completion test. The test contained six questions which sought to
provide information on the effects ofgender, status and social distance on complimenting
behavior inthegeneral population. One ofthe test items asked respondents what they
would say if they saw a stranger at thebus stop wearing a pretty skirt. One answer from a
male was "Nothing. She would think I was hitting onher", another was "It depends. If
she's cute I would compliment her". However, no data from females included such
explanations. These data support the idea that compliments function ascourting behavior
and a way to create solidarity and closeness. Infact, only 13% of themales in the 1999
study complimented the female stranger, while 63%of the females did.
Other functions of the compliment exist inAmerican English. Although native
speaker intuition hasbeen notoriously misleading about real speech behavior, Baldrige
(1990) haspinpointed several instances such as afterreceiving a gift, or aftera friend
changes appearance purposefully, where complimenting is required. Furthermore, the
compliment in American English is used frequently as part of a greeting, especially
between two peoplewhohavenot seeneachotherin a longtime (Wolfson andManes
1980). It is oftenused in farewells or with an appreciation token to strengthen its effect
(Holmes andBrown 1987). If the compliment serves thesemultiple functions in
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American English, it is not surprising to find that they are more abundant than in other
cultures.
Status differences
Wolfson (1990) indicates that compliments occur much more frequently between
status equals and intimates than to strangers orstatus unequals. She goes on toexplain
that if a compliment does occur between status unequals, that it is most frequently the
person inhigher status who compliments. For example, aboss, a parent, ora teacher
commenting ontheprogress ofa charge. Acompliment given by aperson ofhigher
status oftenprovides encouragement and feedback aboutprogress.
Compliments between status unequals can beunwelcome when closeness is
unwanted bytherecipient. An example showing a person ofhigher status receiving a
compliment presented itselforie day to a colleague ofmine who teaches anEnglish
composition class to native speakers. One class period she was taken by surprise when a
student commented onhowgood she looked in her skirt while shewaswriting on the
board. She wasembarrassed, ignored the comment, andfelt shehadto keep as much
emotional distance between herself and the student as possible in order to feel
comfortable. Since the studerit's compliment went against the norm, as well as the fact
that a compliment canbe interpreted as a way to initiate courting, asTannen explains,
then it is not surprising thatmycolleague was uncomfortable. Herseemingly
good-intentioned (yet horribly timing-impaired) student broke a complimenting norm by
trying to create solidarity andsameness andshereacted by trying tomaintain an even
greater distance.
Another affect of status on complimenting behavior was found inmy 1999 pilot
study." Although explanations were notrequested during data collection, one respondent
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added this reason for complimenting a higher status individual: ''Gotta suck up tothe
boss". Complimenting higher status individuals, orthose put in"temporary' higher
status by holding information, possessions, orpower which isvaluable to thespeaker,
may bemotivated by thedesire to incur someone's good favor for self-serving purposes.
For example, we may compliment a friend before asking for a favor, orcompliment a
stranger onhis shoes before inquiring where he purchased them.
Complimenting inorder togain good favor can also backfire. The recipient ofthe
compliment may sense it isnot in line with the norm. The compliment may cause the
recipient to become suspicious about thespeaker's motives. To illustrate this we see an
example ofa parent and her teenage daughter (taken from personal experience):
Example (4)
A: Mom, you look nice today.
B: What do you want?
Herbert (1989) fmds that in situations and cultures where social standing and
status are not fluid, compliments are less frequent. Heproposed that compliments from
his white,middle-class SouthAfrican participants weremuch less frequent than
American participants because of the ideainAmerican society that status is not fixed.
Americans believe that social mobility is not only possible but also that the country is
founded on that principle. He suggests that members of theAmerican middle class
negotiate their status oftenas well as using the compliment formultiple functions in
conversation, and therefore they pay more compliments.
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Gender differences
One concernthat comesto mindwhen studying speech acts is the importance of
focusing ongender variation. Tannen (1993) explains thatwomen andmenshould be
considered separately because they are socialized into speaking differently. Butperhaps
the most obvious answer is that the data supports the hypothesis that a significant
difference betweenmen's andwomen's speech behavior exists. Inmy 1999 study,
women gave andreceived compliments nearly twice as frequently asmen, regardless of
status. In fact, in studies of gendervariation (Wolfson 1994, Holmes 1986, Herbert
1990), the authors find that females giveandreceive compliments significantly more
frequently thanmales. Sinceweview it as important to teach speechact norms in the
classroom, it follows that we should equipstudents witha complete picture including
gendervariationso that theyare able to interpret the illocutionaiy force behindthe
utterances of the culture they are studying.
Still, why do females showup so predominantly in the data? Tannen (1993)
concludes that women's talk in informal tasks tends to be more "affiliative and
facilitative toward both sexes. Women tend to work harder at keeping conversations
going" (1993, p. 298) than men. This view fits in with the popular stereotypethat women
tend to be more polite than men. Tannen's view certainlyindicates that women strive to
"keep the peace" more than men. Giving a compliment makes the speaker feel accepted,
which is precisely what affiliative conversation does.
Earlier in this paper, a compliment was defined as the act ofoffering praise. It
should not be overlooked that aside from all of its social functions, a compliment is also
a form ofapproval and evaluation which occurs most frequently to and from women.
Wolfson (1984) offers a view which may seem extreme to some:
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A feminist interpretation would certainly hold that theconstraint against
complimenting adult males is but another indication that male behavior is normative
and requires little comment orjudgement, while females must be constantly
reminded to behave insocially approved ways. [...] What wesee inthe analysis of
compliments is thattheway awoman isspoken to is, nomatter what herstatus, a
subtle and powerful way ofperpetuating her subordinate role insociety (243).
Many forward-thinking men and women in today's society might take exception to this
statement. They see themselves asnot purposely seeking to perpetuate any negative
attitudes toward women, andwould likely beshocked to find themselves accused of it.
However, as shocking asthis subordinate view ofwomen may seem, ifwe look again at
the example ofmy female colleague whose student interrupted class to give hera
compliment, evidence tosupport Wolfson's view isseen. If the scenario were changed
slightly and the professor were male and the student female, a compliment would seem
unlikely. This isnotto say that a compliment couldn't have occurred, just that using our
native speaker intuition and finely-honed subconscious list of cultural norms, it seems
less likely. The improbability of a male in a higher status position receiving a
compliment as compared to a female receiving one inthesame context is also precisely
what the data in previous studies supports (Wolfson 1984, Holmes 1986, Herbert 1989).
Semantic patterns
The word semantic refers to the meaning in language. In the current study, the
onlysemantic concern for compliments is where the positive meaning is carried. In other
words, which word makes the utterance a positiveevaluation? Only two types of
semantic choices appear in the current study: those responses which use the verb to carry
positivemeaning and those which rely on adjectives. Manes andWolfson (1981) find
examples of complimentswhich also use nounsand adverbsto cany the positive
meaning. Examples of each type of semantic pattern are listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Semantic patterns of compliments
Semantic pattern Example
Adjective
Verb
Adverb
Noun
You have a nice watch.
I Inve your boots.
You've done very well.
Youare a real professional
Syntactic patterns
Most compliments in previous research have been categorized into relatively few
sets ofsyntactical patterns. Manes and Wolfson (1981) outline nine patterns in their
study which were used as the basis for classifying data in the current study. See Table
2.2 for patterns and their examples.
Over 80% ofthe 686 compliments inManes and Wolfson's (1981) study followed
patterns 1,2, and 3. Holmes' (1986) NewZealand compliments used only 4 different
Table 2.2 Syntactic patterns with examples
Pattern number Pattern Example
I NP is/looks (really) ADJ Your watch is cool.
Your lie looks really nice.
2 I (really) like/love NP 1 love your boots.
1 really likeyour tie.
3 PRO is (really)(a) ADJ NP That is a nice hat.
Thispaper isfantastic.
4 You V (a) (really) ADJ NP You dida greatjob.
You wrote a great thesis.
5 You V (NP) (really) ADV You handled that very well.
Youdidwonderfully.
6 You have (a) (really) ADJ NP Youhave such great taste.
You have a pretty smile.
7 What (a) ADJ NP Whatpretty earrings!
ii^at a lovely babyyou have!
8 ADJNP Cool watch!
Nice tie!
9 Isn't NP ADJ? Isn't your ring beautiful?
Aren't these cookies great?
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syntactic patterns in 86.2% ofthe 517 cornpliments gathered (patterns 1, 2, 3, and 8).
Herbert (1989) gave no specific numbers, but revealed that the most frequent pattern in
theAmerican corpus of 1062 compliments was pattern 1(NP is/looks (really) ADJ).
Herbert (1989) found gender differences according to syntactic patterns. The
women inhis corpus preferred pattern number 2 (1 love your coat). He attributes this to
the 1st person focus found inpattern number 2. The men's data contained more
examples of2nd and 3rd person focus. An example ofa2nd person focus formula would
be pattern number 4 {You have a great coat) and 3rd person being pattern number 1{}our
coat is great).
Lexical patterns
The term lexical patterns refers to word choices within compliments. In the
current study, it is used to describe the adjective choices within thedata. Considering the
number ofpossible adjective choices in the English language, a very limited set lexical
choices appear in theprevious research. InHolmes' (1986) study, only 5 adjectives were
used {nice, good, lovely, beautiful, great) inover two-thirds of the517 compliments
collected. Manes and Wolfson's (1981) corpusof686 compliments and Creese's (1991)
corpus of 73 compliments show identical lexical patterns with an even more restricted set
ofadjectives. Only 4 appear {nice, good, beautiful, great) intwo-thirds of thedata in
each study.
Some gender differences in adjective use have been found. Forexample, in
different analyses ofthe same corpus, Wolfson (1981) andWolfson (1984) found that
although the word cutewasused byboth menandwomen, herdatashowed that it was
never used about men. In addition, she found that the adjectivespretty or beautiful are
not usually used about male appearance.
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Topics
Topics ofcompliments in naturally-occurring data are varied in away that the
current study could not duplicate without a questionnaire so long that quality ofdata
would be compromised (see Chapter 3). Holmes (1986) created a system ofclassifying
compliments bytopic which canbeseen inTable 2.3.
Table 2.3 Compliment topic categories with examples adapted from Holmes (1986)
Topic Example
Appearance Your hair looks nice.
Ability You are a goodworker.
Possessions What a cool car.
Personality You area goodfriend.
The most frequent topic ofcompliments in Holmes' (1986) New Zealand corpus
and Creese's (1991) American corpus was personal appearance. In Holmes' (1986)
study, compliments about personal appearance were more frequently given and received
by women than by men. She explains that appearance is important for women in her
society and this importance shows in compliment research. However, in Manes and
Wolfson's (1981) data, although no numbers are supplied, the authors state that the topic
ofappearance occurs equally inboth men's and women's compliment and compliment
response data. Other compliment topics, with frequency comparisons in previous studies,
can be found in Table 2.4.
Wolfson (1981, 1983, 1984) does not provide specific data ontopic frequency for
herAmerican data, butdoesexplain thatmost compliments in hercorpus appear in a
group which she terms possessions/personal appearance. This category encompasses two
of Holmes' (1986) categories. Wolfson seems to take the view that these two categories
share more qualities than they differ because oftheir focus onthesuperficial. It is with
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Table 2.4 Frequency of compliment topic in previous studies
Holmes (1986) Creese (1991) Creese (1991)
New Zealand American British
Topic Number % Number % Number %
Appearance 262 50.7 48 65.8 53 39.2
Ability 158 30.6 24 32.9 75 54.3
Possessions 58 11.2 1 1.3 10 7.3
Personality 25 ^ 4.8 0 0.0 0 0.0
Other 14 2.7 0 0.0 0 0.0
Total 517 100.0 73 100.0 138 100.
this inmind that thequestions for thediscourse completion test in the current study were
chosen. More attention will be given to theprocess of creating a discourse completion
test in Chapter 3.
Compliment responses
This study considers compliments separately from complimentresponses.
However, since they are adjacency pairs with meamng and interpretation tied together in
natural speech acts, it is important to give anoverview ofresearch done in the area of
compliment responses. Pomerantz (1978) proposes that compliment responses posea
distinct problem for the recipient. She explains that inorder to respond to a compliment,
the recipient must breakone of the constraints on conversation;
1. Agree with others
2. Avoid self-praise
If therecipient accepts thecompliment, heor she breaks constraint number 2. On the
other hand, if he or shedoesnotaccept the compliment, thenheor shebreaks constraint
number 1. American etiquette books (Baldrige 1990, Martin 1989) mention thata simple
"thank-you" is all that is needed when responding to a compliment; however, Herbert
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(1989) has shown that Americans respond in this way only to only about 30% ofthe
compliments that they receive. Instead, the Americans in Herbert's data used strategies
such as giving ahistory ofthe item being complimented (My mother bought it for me), or
a compliment return (You lookgreat, too).
Americans give more compliments than many other cultures, but itis interesting
to note isthat they also deflect compliments. Herbert and Straight (1989) found that
while South Africans offer far fewer compliments than Americans, they accept them with
asimple'thanks" far more often. They hypothesize that since the SouthAfrican
compliment occurs with far less frequency than the American compliment, and it
performs fewer strategies inspeech, a "textbook" response is given.
InArabic, compliment responses are accepted frequently, but with a formula
which offers the item being complimented, oracompliment return (Nelson, A1 Batal and
Echols 1996). These strategies would lessen the effect ofaccepting the self praise, but
would, at the same time, agree with the speaker.
Gender differences incompliment response type have been investigated. Herbert
(1989) mentions that compliments from females to females are likely toberejected,
while compliments from males to females are more readily accepted. Compliments
given to males from either gender are more likely to be ignored or evaded. In fact, the
sex ofthe speaker and ofthe recipient make good predictors for the type ofresponse used
(Holmes 1986).
Compliment responses are just as formulaic and patterned as compliments are.
While each culture has it own norms, it also has its own patterns within these norms.
Failure to interpret these intentions and norms within compliment responses can cause
just as many problems for a NNS as a compliment.
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Possible Reasons for Patterns
Ahighly patterned set of lexical and semantic choices appears inall ofthe studies
done oncompliments inEnglish. Wolfson (1983), Herbert (1989), and Holmes (1986)
suggest that the reason for the lack ofvariation is due tothe compliment's main function
ofcreating and maintaining solidarity. That is to say, speakers do not want tobeoriginal
in the form ofa compliment because itwould set them apart from theaddressee. Ifa
compliment says "we are the same", then an original pattern would say "we are different"
and would work counter to the solidarity effort being sought.
Many researchers have conducted contrastive studies ofcompliments comparing
one variety ofEnglish to another variety ofEnglish or language. Although other
languages and cultures have shown differences inpatterns from English, patterns are still
quite evident in the corpora. For example. Nelson, Bakary and A1 Batal (1996) found
that Egyptian compliments were highly patterned with respect to both syntax and lexical
choice. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk (1989) finds that PolishandBritishcompliment
responses have a high correlation of linguistic strategies (i.e. accepting ordeflecting the
compliment). Valdezand Pino (1981) examinedcomplimentresponses among
Mexican-American bilinguals and Mexican monolinguals and found that each group used
its own set ofpatterns of lexical and semantic choices intheir responses. Wolfson and
Manes (1980) argue that the highly patterned occurrence inmany cultures makes
compliments easily recognizable and less likely to bemisinterpreted by the recipient.
Compliment research has further shown that Americans compliment much more
frequently than other cultures, even those which speak another variety ofEnglish. This
pattern of frequency isattributed to theobservation that Americans use the compliment
to function in the samewaythat otherspeech actsdo. Already outlined earlier in this
chapter were the functions of openings andclosings, appreciation tokens. The
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compliment is also used for creating solidarity. It is no small wonder that the
compliment has been the subject ofconfusion for ESL students in this country.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
InChapter 3,1present two possible methods ofdata collection: ethnography and
elicitation anddiscuss the advantages and disadvantages of each in order to provide
rationale for the one chosen in the current study. Next, I outline the developmentprocess
of the instrument used in data collection. Finally, I outline the criteriaused for statistical
analysis.
Methods ofData Collection
Inprevious works examining speech act behavior, two methodologies for data
collection have beenemployed. Thefirst, ethnography, gathers naturally-occurring
discourse for use as data. The second, elicitation, makes use of a specific instrument to
produce speech from subjects foruse asdata. The advantages and disadvantages ofeach
method are presented in the following sections.
Ethnography
Because nearly all of the previous research on compliments and compliment
responses discussed in this study made use of ethnographically-obtained data, it is
important to discuss the advantages anddisadvantages of ethnography, a method of data
collection in which researchers observe and record authentic discourse with the use of
items such as tape recorders, videotape, or notebooks. Theresearchers may be a member
ofthegroup being studied or simply anobserver. However, inmany cases, researchers
even produce theirownspeech acts for consideration in the data(Herbert 1989, Holmes
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1986, Wolfson and Manes 1980). In fact, Wolfson (1988) contends that a researcher's
involvement in and research of his orherown speech community is an important part of
thespeech behavior analysis. She further states that only amember of the speech
community is able to intuit its patterns ofcustoms and values to produce a deeper level of
analysis than ispossible for anoutside observer who is less able tomake such
judgements as accurately as a member of that community.
However, disadvantages to ethnographically-obtained data have been noted. For
inst^ce, Beebe and Cummings (1996) propose that the lack ofsituational constraints
make ethriographically obtained data unpredictable. They state that situations are the
force which drives change inspeech behavior. Inethnographies, it is impossible tomake
certain that thecontext inquestion will berepeated enough tomake generalizations. In
one study ofrejections (Hartford and Bardovi-Harlig 1992), the data were so random that
the authors report not enough native speaker rejections could beobtained naturally.
A second disadvantage is that the researcher often records the dataafterthe
speech event. As a result, the researcher must rely on his orher memory, which can be
inaccurate. Generalizations of patterns within datamay alsobe problematic. The gender
of the researcher mayinfluence the amoimt of access to a certain speech situation. For
example, Holmes' (1986) mostly female researchers collected farmore compliments
involving females thanmales. While a pattern ofmore compliments given andreceived
by females may exist in thegeneral population, numbers in the data may beskewed
because most ofthe researchers were female and had more access to compliments
involving females.
One important aspect of the current study is an examination of howstatus affects
compliments. In the previous studies, researchers made note of the status of the
participants if it was known. Holmes (1986) admits that in some cases the relationship of
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the speaker and the addressee was not clear to her researchers. As aresult, data could not
provide aclear picture ofhow status affected behavior. However, in the current study, a
context issupplied to the respondents so that they and the researcher know the exact
status involved with each compliment. Generalizations in the current study can be made
with a degree more of confidence than in previous studies.
Elicitation
The second method of data collection discussed in this section is elicitation,
which requires participants toproduce responses in created contexts. Examples of
elicitation are discourse completion tests, interview^, orrole-plays. The current study
uses a discourse completion test (DCT) togather data. ADCT requires that participants
respond to an incomplete dialogue before which adetailed context was created. Beebe
and Cummings (1996) compared gathering data from natural speech in a closed role play
and data from aDCT ina study concentrating onrefusals. Inorder to compare the
methods, the researchers created a context where the participant performs a task. The
participant was instructed to decline. Eleven participants were given the written context
on aDCT and askedto write their response, andeleven were read the exact same context
over the phone and asked torespond orally. The researchers then compared data. They
found DCTs are a reliable method ofdata collection with respect to:
• Gatheringa large amount of data quickly;
• Creating an initial classification of semantic formulas and strategies
that will likelyoccur in natural speech;
• Studying the stereotypical, perceived requirements for a socially
appropriate response;
• Gaining insight into social and psychological factors that arelikely
to affect speech and performance;
• Ascertaining the canonical shape of speech acts in the minds of
speakers ofthat language.
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In other words, Beebe and Cummings found that the strengths ofaDCT are that it
reduces researcher bias, makes thedata more predictable, and enables generalizations
about speech act patterns, real and perceived. Examples ofreal and perceived speech
acts were illustrated in Chapter 2.
The DCT is notwithout its disadvantages. Beebe andCummings (1996) found
that theDCT does not reflect natural speech with regard to range ofstrategies employed,
the length ofthe response, depth ofemotion, and the number ofrepetitions and
elaboration which occur. For example, they explain that strategies which occur innatural
speech, such as turn-taking, do not appear in data gathered with aDCT because the
format is not interactive and does not allow it.
Inthepresent study I found that aDCT was the best way to gather data. Even
with these disadvantages taken into consideration, the DCT is the best choice because of
its ability to isolate factors like status and gender within complimenting behavior and
because it is able toprovide acceptable patterns, even ifthe variety ofthem isslightly
less than natural speech.
Developing a Discourse Completion Test
According toWolf(1988), the first stepin the construction of a test or
questionnaire is to pick subjects who have the knowledge toanswer questions about the
hypothesis under investigation. Next, test items must be developed. Wolfexplains that
the itemsmust be in a context which the participants are able to understand, but must not
be too sensitive in nature, or respondents might notbewilling to answer in an honest
maimer which is representative of their true-to life behavior. Finally, thenumber of
questionsfor the DCTmust be decided.
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ChoosiDg subjects
Thedataanalysis in the current study attempts to find patterns in classroom
complimenting behavior byundergraduate students who speak theNorth Central or
Midland Dialects ofEnglish. The results ofthis study are intended for use inESL classes
which aregenerally attended by undergraduates or students who wish to enroll in
undergraduate courses. For this reason, 75 female and 75 male undergraduate students at
Iowa State University were chosen as respondents. The average age for male respondents
was 20.9 years aiid for females 19.8 years. See Table 3.1 for average ages and numbers of
participants in the present study.
Table3.1 Genderand ages of participants in present study
Gender of participant Number Age Range Average age
Male 75 18-24 20.9
Female 75 18-27 19.8
Although a question about the racerespondents was not included on theDCT, I
noted that all but 7 (4 female and3 male) of the respondents appeared to be white. All
respondents were native speakers. Eighty-four percent (126) of the 150 respondents
indicated that theywere from Iowa; onestated thathewas from Florida. The remainder
of the respondents were from Illinois (16), Minnesota (3), Nebraska (2), Missouri (1), and
Kansas(l). Althoughthe current studydoes focuson complimenting behavior among
participants using the North Central andMidland Dialects, the respondent from Florida
was not omitted from the study for two reasons. First,duringa follow-up question, the
respondent indicated that his parents were raised in Iowa. Second, he statedthat he
spends considerable time withhis grandparents, who are also from Iowa. I believe that
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many ofhis linguistic influences come from the Midland dialect, and have opted to
include his DCT in the data analysis.
Choosing test items
Before specific test items were chosen, a context was created for the DCT. In an
introductory paragraph, a description ofafirst-year English composition classroom in
which the respondents was asked to imagine themselves as a student (see Appendix).
Then, four situations were created. Each ofthe four situations included anopportunity
for a compliment about possessions/appearance. Asingle category oftopics was chosen
for all situations for two reasons. The firstwas so that patterns found could reflect those
affecting gender and status, and not those due to changes intopic. For example, ifthe
context in theDCTinvolving themaleprofessor focused onappearance, andthe context
involving the female professor involved ability, then changes inthedata may reflect
patterns due to compliment topic, not togender. Astudent might bemore likely to
compliment the professor on ability rather than a possession, orvice versa. To isolate
gender and status factors only, the topic ofthe compliments was uniform throughout the
DCT.
As stated earlier, themost common topic for compliments among both menand
women inHerbert's study was a category named possessions/appearance. Itwas thought
that more compliments would beavailable for analysis with a smaller sample size if the
topic ofcompliments used was one which made the most frequent appearance inthe
data. Items complimented on included boots (situation 1), a watch (situation 2), a hat
(situation 3), and a tie (situation 4).
One question was devoted to each factor under investigation; two situations
involve contexts where the person being complimented is of equal status as the
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respondent (one male and one female), and two which are ofhigher status (one male and
one female). The situations are outlined with status ofcomplimenter and recipient
together with item being complimented inTable 3.2. Exactwording and instructions
which appeared ontheDCT are found inTable 3.3 and in theAppendix.
Table 3.2Test items according to the genderand social status of the complimenters
n Male respondent Female respondent Item
1 Male—>female equal status Female—>female equal status Boots
2 MaleT~>female higher status Female—>female higher status Watch
3 Male—>male equal status Female—>maleequal status Hat
4 Male—>male higher status Female—>male higher status Tie
Table 3.3 Directions, scenario and items fromDCT in present study
Exact wording from DCT
Directions of the following questions isconcerned with language useindifferent classroom
situations. Answer the questions without reflection. Thereare no right or wronganswers.
Thequestionnaire should take lessthanfive minutes to fill out.
Scenario You have been ina lower-level English (104 or 105) class that meets three times a week
for about one month. The professor is professional and approachable, but not
overly-fnendly. While you know most ofthestudents' first names, you arenot friends
with anyofthem outside of class. They are approximately your age.
Item 1 You 3re working ina small group and you notice that your classmate Tracey iswearing
boots that you like. Howlikely would yoube to sayanything to her about them?
Item 2 Each member of theclass isworking onin-class assignments inpairs while theprofessor
circulates and talksto eachgroup. Younotice that you likeherwatch. How likely are
you to say anything to her about it?
Item 3 When youandyourclassmate Tom are sitting waiting for class to begin younotice that
you likehis hat. How likely areyou to sayanything to him about it?
Item 4 You areonce again insmall groups intheEnglish class. Your professor iswearing a tie
that you like. When he comesaround to your group, how likely are you to commenton
his tie?
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Within each situation, respondents were offered a continuum (1 through 6) of
how likely they would beto comment ineach situation. Number 1was highly unlikely
and 6was highly likely. If respondents circled 4, 5, or6 onthecontinuum, theDCT
instructed them towrite what they would say inthat situation (see theAppendix for the
DCT sample).
Length
Evans (1984) states thatquestionnaires should bekept short in length because
respondents will be more likely toparticipate if the time investment isminimal. Still
another justification is that during a trial data collection for the current study, a longer
questionnaire produced unreliable results. Participants completing aDCT with two items
for each situation seemedto lose interest and give answers which were incomplete.
Interviews conducted after the trial DCT confirmed this conclusion. Respondents stated
that the questionnaire seemed too repetitive and they lost interest. Furthermore,
interviews after the longertrial DCT revealed that a shorter test mayprovide answers
closer to natural speech thana longer test because it shortens reflection time.
Respondents did not reflect upon and change answers when situations were not repeated
and items were kept to a bare minimum. Thus, one question for each status and gender
situation under investigation appears on the DCT.
Data Collection Procedure
I chose 75 female and 75 male respondents at random from two different
undergraduate dormitories at Iowa State University. Datawere gathered during a single
evening inMarch, during the middle of the Spring 2000semester. 1askedeach
respondent to participate in a study being done fora sociolinguistics course at Iowa State
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and informed them that the questionnaire would only take about threeminutes to
complete. Respondents were highly cooperative, as I was visibly armed with twelve
pounds ofcandy for use as tokens of appreciation.
Data Excluded from Analysis
All 150DCTsgathered w^ere considered in the analysis; however, three responses
from individual tests were omitted from consideration. Two ofthe omitted responses
appeared onone female respondent's DCT. Insituations 2 and 4, thefemale provided
twopossible answers including an explanation ofwhich one shewould actually say
depending onhow comfortable theprofessor made herfeel. The other response which
was omitted came from the men's data. For situation number 3, the respondent indicated
that hewould not compliment, "but only because I really don't likehats". Theformer
respondent's answers were omitted because she either didn'tunderstand thecontext of
the situation, or shewas not provided enough context to make a judgementabouther
speech act. The latterexample wasomitted because the respondent indicated that neither
status nor genderwas the reason he did not compliment. This study seeksto find gender
and status patterns in complimentingbehavior, and he indicated that his answerwas not
affected by either of those factors.
Statistical analysis
Data are given in raw numbers and percentages. To discover if differences
between observed and expected results in data are significant, the chi square test of
statistical significance is used. The chi-square test comparesdifferences in observedand
expected frequencies withina set of data grouped bycategories. For example, in this
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study, the chi square test is performed when comparing response frequency between the
two status groups andalso between thetwo genders in different situations.
Forthe chi-square test, the hypothesis is that thegroups are the same. For
instance, inthis study we would say, "In situation 1, men and women's answers are the
same:" Then, the test isperformed for thep-value (probability). Ap-value ofless than
5% {p<.05) means that the probability that the observed differences in the groups of
random sample occurs by chance is less than 5 in100. Inthis study, ap-value of less
than 5% is considered significant.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first partof the research question focuses ondetermining patterns from
combined female andmalerespondents including compliment frequency, lexical and
semantic patterns, and syntactic formulae. These factors are then examined withrespect
to howstatusaffectsthem. In the second part,male and female respondents' data is
considered separately inorder to examine how gender affects thepatterns outlined within
the combined data.
Male and Female Data Combined
The DCT provided respondents with an opportunity to compliment in 597
situations. When answering an item, respondents circled a number (1 through6) on a
continuum which indicated how likely they would be to say something in a given
situation (See AppendixA). TheDCT was left slightly open-ended in that if a
respondent chose numbers 4, 5, or 6, thenhe or shewas in^nicted towrite an example of
what theywouldsay in that situation. This left the possibility that the respondent would
still choose not to compliment. The three types of utterances produced are illustrated in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Possible response types in present study
Likelihood of giving compliment Type of utterance produced
1.Respondent chooses 1,2, or 3 (No further data)
2. Respondent chooses 4, 5, or 6 Respondent compliments (Possible request
for information in addition to compliment)
3. Respondent chooses 4, 5, or 6 Respondent requests information only
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When a respondent chose low likelihood ratings (i.e.,1,2, or 3), no further data
was elicited, and respondents did not provide further data. However, when they chose 4,
5,or 6 onthe continuum, the respondents were asked to provide anexample ofwhat they
might say. All respondents who chose numbers 4, 5, or6 provided an answer. The
respondents in this study opted for one oftwo response types. The first was a request for
information only:
Example (5)
Where did you get your boots?
Thesecond wasa compliment withan optional request for information:
Example (6)
1 love your tie. Was it a gift? or,
Example (7)
Nice watch. Was it expensive?
Themen andwomen in this study complimented withoptional information
request in43% (254) ofthesituations, said nothing in55% (330) ofthe situations, and
requested information only in2% (13) ofthe situations. Numbers for response types with
each situation areprovided inTable 4.2. Within thecompliment with request for
information category, 32.2%(82) included a request for information.
Table 4.2 Tj^ies of response by situation in present study
No utterance Compliment with Request for
produced request for information
information only
Situation and description Number % Number % Number %
Situation 1 Female classmate (boots) 45 30.0 99 66.0 6 4.0
Situation 2 Female professor (watch) 97 65.1 51 34.2 1 0.7
Situation 3 Male classmate (hat) 74 49.6 72 48.3 3 2.1
Situation 4 Male professor (tie) 114 76.5 32 21.5 3 2.0
Total 330 55.2 254 42.5 13 2.3
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One problematic aspect of analysis was theresponse inwhich respondents
requested information only. As mentioned inChapter 2, inauthentic conversation, a
response likeExample 4 would probably have beenfollowed bya compliment, as
mentioned inChapter 2. It does not seem likely that a speaker would take notice ofa
personal object without following up with a praise for the object. But because the DCT
did notallow for turn-taking in compliments, the data ends, and there isnocompliment.
For this reason, the"request for information only" category will be treated separately
from a compliment inthis study, because no compliment isprovided, and separately from
a non-compliment because innatural conversation a compliment would likely follow.
Semantic patterns
In the current study, 44.1% (112) ofthe254 compliments used a verb to carry the
positive meaning, the55.9% made use of anadjective. The numbers for each situation
are provided in Table 4.3.
These numbers areverydifferent from Manes andWolfson (1981) in that nearly
80% of theircompliments are adjectival (see Table 4.4 forsemantic comparisons to
Manes andWolfson). Holmes (1986) did not supply exact figures, but comments that
most of the compliments in herdataare also adjectival. The respondents in the current
study useverbs and adjectives to cany positive meaning almost equally.
Table 4.3 Types of response by situation in present study
Verb Adjective Total
Situation and description Number % Number % Number
Situation 1 Female classmate (boots) 53 53.5 46 46.4 99
Situation 2 Female professor (watch) 23 45.1 28 54.9 51
Situation 3 Male classmate (hat) 27 37.5 45 62.5 72
Situation 4 Male professor (tie) 9 28.1 23 71.9 32
Total 112 44.1 142 55.9 254
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Table 4.4 Semantic patterns inpresent study compared toWolfson and Manes (1981)
Manes and Wolfson 1981 Present study
American American
Semantic pattern Number % Number %
Verb 96 14.0 112 44.5
Adjective 546 79.5 142 55.5
Other 44 6.5 0 0.0
Total 686 100.0 154 100.0
Lexical patterns
As inprevious studies, a very small set ofadjectives are found incompliments.
Only 4different adjectives {nice, cool, cute, great) account for 88.1%ofthe data. In
fact, only two adjectives {nice and cool) account for 80.2% ofthe lexical choices. In
Table 4.5 wecan seethatnone of theother adjectives appear more than twice in thedata.
Table 4.5 Lexical choices in present study
Adjective
Nice
Cool
Cute
Great
Awesome
Sweet
Neat
Fly
Total
Number
75
39
8
2
2
2
2
%
52.8
27.4
5.7
2.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
Adjective
Snaz^
Good
Appealing
Kickin'
Bad-ass
Pretty
Retro
Fat
Number
2
142
%
1.4
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
100.0
In Table4.6, lexical choicesare given for eachsituation on theDCT. The
individual situations do not seem to affect lexical choices to a great degree. One
interesting note, however, is that slang lexical choices seem tobeappear more frequently
when directedto the men (situations 3 and4). The adjectives sweet, fly, snazzy, kickin *
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and bad-ass occur a total of 8 times and areused byeither men orwomen, butonly to
men. The slang adjectives that are directed towards women (situations 1and 2) are retro
dJMifat and occur only 2times. However, any conclusions drawn on this pattern should
be made hesitantly, as the data sample is not large enough to say that it occurs with
statistical significance.
Situation 4
Table 4.6 Lexical choice by situation in present study
Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3
Boots Watch Hat Tie Total
Adjective Number % Number % Number % Number % Number %
Nice 27 58.7 16 57.1 18 40.0 14 60.9
75 52.8
Cool 11 23.9 6 21.3 20 44.6 2 8.8 39
27.4
Cute 5 10.8 2 7.1 0 - 1 4.3 8
5.7
Great 0 - 1 3.6 1 2.2 4.3 3 2.2
Awesome 1 2.2 0 - 1 2.2 0 - 2
1.4
Sweet 0 - 0 - 2 4.4 0 - 2 1.4
Neat 0 - 2 7.1 0 - 0 - 2 1.4
Fly 0 - 0 - 1 2.2 1 4.3 2 1.4
Sna22y 0 - 0 - 0 - 2 8.8 2 1.4
Good 0 - 0 - 1 2.2 0 - 0.7
Appealing 0 - 0 - 0 - 1 4.3 0.7
Kickin' 0 - 0 - 0 - 1 4.3 0.7
Bad-ass 0 - 0 - 1 2.2 0 - 0.7
Pretty 0 - 1 3.8 0 - 0 - 0.7
Retro 1 2.2 0 - 0 - 0 - 0.7
Fat 1 2.2 0 - 0 - 0 - 0.7
Total 46 28 45 23 142 100.0
A restricted set of lexical choices is also evident in previousstudies, althoughthe
adjectives themselves differ (see Table 4.7). For example, the words cool and cute
appeared toa very small degree inHolmes' data (1% combined), but accounted for
33.7% in the current study. Two explanations for theprevalence of these words in the
current study's dataare offered. First, the current study focuses on a very young segment
ofAmerican society, whereas Holmes' (1986) data was gathered from a cross-section of
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NewZealand society. The differences in lexical choices illustrated here may be a
reflection not only ofcultural differences but also age. Differences may be less inclined
to use the word "cool" than the respondents in the current study. The second reason for
the prevalence ofthe adjective cool and cute is that perhaps the lexical choices represent
adjectives used for comments about appearance and possessions more than other
adjectives. The numbers for frequency ofadjective use in previous studies do not add up
to the total number ofadjectives because authors did not make all ofthe data available.
The most frequent adjectives and the total numbers were given in previous studies, so
they are shown on the chart in Table 4.7
Previous studies showed that appearance and possessions did account for a
majority ofthe topics ofcompliments, they did not account for all ofthem, and as a
result, data concerning lexical choice could be affected. The same reasoning could be
applied to explain why adjective lovely did not show up at all in the current study, but did
in other studies ofAmerican English. Unfortunately, the authors ofprevious studies do
not provide data for lexical choices within different compliment topics.
Table 4.7 Lexical frequency comparisonto previous studies
Wolfson (1981) Holmes (1986) Creese (1991) Present Study
American New Zealand American American
Adjective Number % Number % Number % Number %
Nice 229 23.0 100 23.2 12 30.7 75 52.8
Good 104 19.0 60 13.9 4 10.3 1 .7
Lovely N/A N/A 42 9.7 N/A N/A 0 -
Beautiful N/A N/A 34 7.9 5 12.8 0 -
Great N/A N/A N/A N/A 2 5.1 3 2.2
Cool . N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 39 27.4
Cute N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 8 ^7
Total 546 42.0 431 54.7 39 58.9 142 91.0
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Syntactic patterns
The syntactic classification system is adapted form Manes and Wolfson s (1981)
formulae (see Table 2.2). However, four oftheir syntactic patterns did not appear inthe
current study's data, so they were deleted. Two ofthe patterns could not have appeared in
the data because they depended on action;
Example (8)
You V (a)(really) ADJ NP You dida greatjob with chi square.
You wrote a great thesis.
Example (9)
You V (NP) (really) ADV You handled those statswell
You did wonderfully.
The situations in the DCT did not create a contextwhere examples 8 and 9 could be
produced. In examples 8and 9, the recipient ofthe compliment is receiving a
compliment for anaction. The people within the created context were not performing
any action, therefore they could notreceive a compliment onbehavior.
Syntactic pattern number 6 (see Table 4.8) did not appear inManes and Wolfson
(1981) butwas added to the formulae in the current study to fit thedata. The current
Table 4.8 Syntactic formulae overall data in present study
Pattern Example from data Number %
1.1 (really) like/love NP / likeyour hoots. 112 44.1
2. ADJ NP! Nice watch! 86 33.9
3. PRO is (really) ADJNP That's a cool tie. 34 13.4
4. NP is/looks (really) ADJ Your hat is awesome. 19 7.5
5. You have (really) ADJ NP You have a nice watch. 2 .7
6. Where did you get ADJ NP? Wheredidyou get that great hat? 1 .4
Total 254 100.0
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study shows an extremely restricted set offormulae found in compliments. In fact, four
patterns account for 98.9% ofthe 254 compliments in the corpus. Pattern number 5
appears twice and pattern number 6 appears only once in thedata.
InTable 4.9, data for each syntactic pattern within the four different situations are
provided. Each situation change alone does not seem to greatly affect syntactic formulae.
Table 4.9 S>iitactic formulae in each situation in present study
! Sit. 1 Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Sit. 4 i Total
Pattern number No. % No. % No. i % No. 1 % 1 No. %
1.1 (really) like/love NP 53 53.5 23 45.1 27 37.5 9 28.1 112 44.1
2. ADJNP! 30 30.3 14 27.4 26 36.1 16 50.0 86
33.9
3, Pro is (really) ADJ NP 9 9.1 13 25.4 9 12.5 3 9.4 34 13.4
4. NP is/looks (really) ADJ 6 6.1 1 1.9 8 IM 4 12.5 19 7.5
S.You have (really) ADJ NP 1 1.0 0 - 1 1.4 0 - 2 0.7
6. Where did you get ADJ NP? 0 0 - 1 1.4 0 - 0.4
Total 99 51 72 32 254
100.0
One very obvious difference in this data from other studies is pattern number 2
(see Table 4.10 for syntactic formulae comparisons to previous studies). Itaccounts for
33.9% ofthe compliments in the corpus inthe current study, but no more than 7.7% in
previous studies. Instead, respondents inother studies show a preference for pattern
number 4,which only 7.5% ofthe respondents inthis study chose. Perhaps the reason
for this is the omission of the subject inpattern number 2 (NP ADJ!). The phrase Nice
tie! doesn't require mention ofanadditional subject the way that Those boots are nice.
(NP is/looks (really) ADJ) does. Respondents may bereacting to the fact that they are
not actually speaking to aperson who might need clarification about which item is being
complimented. There might be no need tosay those boots, orvowr hat, because no
confusion is possible within thecontext ofthequestionnaire.
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Table 4.10 Comparisons of syntactic formulae in present studyto previousstudies
Manes and Holmes Creese Present
Wolfson (1981) (1986) (1991) study
American New Zealand American American
Pattern % % % %
1.1 (really) like/love ADJ NP 16.1 15.9 42.4 44.1
2. ADJNP! 1.6 7.7 5.4 33.9
3. PRO is (really) ADJ NP 14.9 13.0 2.7 13.4
4. NP is/looks (really) ADJ 53.6 41.4 34.2 7.5
5. You really have ADJ NP 2.4 N/A N/A 0.7
6. Where did you get ADJ NP? N/A N/A N/A 0.4
Totals 88.6 78.0 84.7 100.0
Status differences
The two status situations that the DCT created were: two items with a
comphment recipient inequal status and two ofhigher status (see Table 4.11 for
response types with regard tostatus). The men and women inthe current study had an
opportunity tocompliment the two professors (items 2 and 4on the DCT) a total of298
times. However, the professors received a compliment inonly 27.8% (83) ofthe
responses gathered; while the classmate, (items 1and 3on the DCT), was complimented
in 57.2% (171) of the 299 opportunities to compliment (X^=52.3, p=.0001).
Table 4.11 Response type with status situation in present study
To higher status To same status
Situation 2 Situation 4 Sit. 2 & 4 Situation 1 Situation 3 Sit 1 & 3
Response type No. % No. i % No. ^ % No. % No. % No. %
No compliment 97 65.1 114 76.5 211 70.8 45 30.0 74 49.6 119 39.8
Compliment 51 34.2 32 21.4 83 27.8 99 66.0 72 48.3 171 57.2
Information 1 0.7 3 2.1 4 1.4 6 4.0 3 2.1 9 3.0
only
Totals 149 100.0 149 100.0 298 100.0 150 100.0 149 100.0 299 100.0
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Respondents' compliments included arequest for information in 55.7% (46) of
the 83 compliments to the higher status; however, only 35.6% (61) ofthe 171
compliments to the same status individual contained a request for information. Why did
respondents choose tospeak more to the higher-status person? Researchers have
indicated that the compliment functions as away to create and maintain solidanty and
also fimctions as away toopen conversations inAmerican English. We have also seen
that a compliment to a higher status individual isnot within the norm. Perhaps
respondents added the request for information more often to the higher status person to
ease conversation because a request for information requires a response from the
recipient much more than a compliment does. The individual ofthe same status would
bemore likely tovolunteer information and engage ina conversation, but the person of
higher status would have tobe asked something in order tostimulate conversation.
Another possible reason for the higher occurrence ofrequests for information
within the compliments tohigher status individuals may bethat the respondent needed
some sort of excuse for complimenting them. For example, a typical request for
information was "Where didyouget it?" The respondent may beable to further explain
that he or she wanted to purchase the complimented item, for example.
Lexical choices and semantic choices are unaffected with regards to status (see
Table 4.6 for data within each situation).
Gender Based Analysis
Overall, mencomplimented in 35.1% (105) outof 299 opportunities, women gave
compliments in50% (149) of298 opportunities. Table 4.11 shows the different situations
inwhich respondents had the option of complimenting andaverage frequencies
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Table4.11 Frequency of compliment bygender in present study
Female respondent Male respondent
frequency of compliment frequency of compliment
Situationi Status Number % Number %
1 To female equal 59 78.6 40 53.3 p=001
2 To female high 30 40.5 21 28.0 p=.056
To allfemales 89 59.7 61 40.6 p-=.OOI
3 To male equal 43 57.3 29 39.2 p= 046
4 To male high 17 22.9 15 20.0 p=.910
To all males 60 40.2 44 29.5 p=.068
Total 149 50.0 105 35.1
o
o
with the raw number and inpercentages. Women respondents were more likely togive
compliments to females (p=.001), but were not sigmficantly more likely to give a
compliment to a male (p=.068).
Status difTerences
In Chapter two, I presented the example ofa female colleague whose male
student interrupted class togive her a compliment and explained that previous research
supports that the situation would have been less likely to occur if it had been amale
professor and a female student. Surprisingly, inthe present study, males and females
were equally likely to compliment the male professor (p=.910) insituation 4,while
females showed a slight, although not statistically significant, preference for
complimenting the female professor (p= .056) in situation 2.
It is interesting to note that thehighest occurrence of compliments occurred from
female respondent to female classmate (situation 1). In 78,6% oftheDCTs thefemale
respondent offered a compliment. The situation which received the fewest frequency of
compliments was from male respondent to male ofhigher status (situation 4), with only
20.0%.
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Semantic formulae
Men used an adjectival semantic pattern in 66.6% (70) out of105 compliments.
Women used an adjectival semantic pattern in 47.7% (71) out of149 compliments. In
other terms, males in the data show apreference for adjectival compliments (p— .003)
while women show apreference for verbs. See Table 4.12 for data about semantic
formulae within each situation.
Table4.12 Semantic formulae by situation in present study
Verb Adjective Total
Situation ]
Female 39 20 59
Male 14 26 40
Situation 2
Female 15 15 30
Male 8 13 21
Situation 3
Female 19 24 43
Male 8 21 29
Situation 4
Female 4 13 17
Male 5 10 15
Situations
combined
Female 77 72 149
Male 35 70 105
Total 112 142 254
p=.004
p=.578
p=.238
p=.824
In Chapter 2, itwas mentioned that Herbert (1990) saw patterns with regard to
personal focus and gender. He found that females preferred using compliments which
have a 1st person focus. For instance.
Example (10)
I like your boots, {verb)
has a 1st person focus, but
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Example (11)
Those boots are nice, {adjective)
has a 3rd person focus. Anexample ofa 2nd person focus is found inthefollowing:
Example (12)
You have cool boots, {adjective)
Therefore, the shifts insemantic formulae shown inthe data could be due tothe limited
number of 1st person syntactic formulas which were possible answers onthe DCT. The
women inthis study may have chosen a semantic formula which used a verb because it is
the only formula with a 1st person focus. The adjectival compliments in this study have
2nd and 3rd person foci, which are more preferredbymen.
Lexical patterns
Lexical choices seem even more restricted for men than women. Men used a total
of 8 different adjectives; women used 13 different adjectives. When comparing thetwo
most frequent adjectives in the data {nice and cool) and another category which included
all others,women were found to have a muchmore varied set of lexical choices than men
(p=.001). Restricted adjective use bymen may betied to thefact that theadjectives cute
and great do notshow upat all inmen'sdata. They seem to bewomen's adjectives with
respect to both use and recipient. In Table 4.13, adjective use with regards togender of
recipient andrespondent is illustrated. Theadjectives nice and cool appear to begender
neutral. In Table 4.13, the gender of the respondent is shownwith the data accordingto
status of the recipient.
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Respondent' Adjective To females | To males
sender
1
1
Number % , Number %
Female nice 14 40.0 12 32.4
cool 10 28.5 16 43.2
other 11 11.5 9 21.7
Male nice 29 74.3 20 64.5
cool 6 15.4 7 22.5
other 4 10.3 4 13.0
o
o
Tflhlft 4 14 Adjective use according to gender ofrespondent and status ofrecipient
Respondent Adjective To same status To higher status
gender
1 Number % Number %
Female nice 13 28.8 13 48.1
cool 22 48.8 4 14.8
other 10 22.4 10 37.1
Male nice 32 71.1 17 68.0
cool 8 17.7 5 20.0
other 5 11.2 3 12.0
o
o
Summary
Respondents in this study produced a compliment in 42.5% oftheir responses.
The data from the participants in this study showed a restricted set ofsemantic patterns.
Respondents answers showed use oftwo different semantic patterns. They used averb or
an adjective to carry the positive meaning ofthe compliment. Respondents showed a
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slight preference for adjectival compliments, using this semantic pattern in 55.9% ofthe
254 compliments, while using averb to carry positive meaning in44.1%.
The compliments inthe data showed a limited set oflexical choices. Only 4
different adjectives {nice, cool, cute, great) account for 88.1% ofthe data. The lexical
choices areeven more restricted thanfound inprevious studies done oncompliments.
The data also showed a small set of patterns with regard tothesyntax ofthe
compliments. Only six different patterns were seen in the data, with only two (/ (really)
like/love NP, andADJNP!) accountfor 78%of the data.
The status ofthe individual being complimented affects these patterns inthe
following ways: the person ofthe same status as the speaker is more likely tobe
complimented (57.2%) than aperson ofhigher status than the speaker (27.8%). Lexical
choices and semantic and syntactic patterns within the compliments don't seem tobe
significantly unaffected by status.
When the men's and women's utterances are contrasted, we see that men
complimented inonly 35.1% ofthe time, while women complimented 50.0% ofthe
opportunities. The lowest frequency ofcompliments occurred from male respondents to
higher-status males, with only 20.0% ofthe data showing compliments. The highest
category was from female respondents to same-status females, with 78.6%. In fact,
female recipients were significantly more likely toreceive a compliment than males.
Gender significantly affected semantic patterns, as well. Men used adjectival
compliments twice as often as they used semantically verbal compliments, while women
showed equalpreference for the two semantic patterns.
Although the woinen's data showed a restricted set of lexical choices, itwas
significantly less restricted than lexical choice in the men's data. One reason for this was
that women used theadjectives cute great (accounting for 7.9% oftotal lexical
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choices) which did not appear in men's data. Men and women preferred using just two
adjectives{nice and coof) in 80.2%of the data.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This chapter begins with a summary ofresults. Second, an overview ofthe
limitations ofthis study isprovided. Next, areas for further research are discussed.
Then, Ipresent some applications for an English language classroom and some
challenges for teachers and students leamiiig about speech acts. Afinal word about
complimenting behavioris found in the conclusion.
Summary of results
First, 1present the research questions first shown in Chapter 1, in order to provide
answers for them. In Table 5.1,1 address the results when themales andthe females are
combined.
Table 5.1 Summaryof male and female data combined
Research question Summary of results
Are semantic andsyntactic patterns The data showed only two different sem^tic patterns,
•j |f) those which use adjectives tocany positive meaning
(55.9%) andthosewhich use verbs (44.1%).
Only 8 syntactical patterns are seen, with 2 of them
accounting for 78.4%of the data.
How frequently are compliments Compliments appear in 42.5% ofthe responses.
What are the most common lexical The four most frequent lexical choices are nice, cool, cute,
choices? and good, which make up 88.1% ofthe data.
How does status affect these patterns? Aperson of the same status was significantly more likely
to receive a compliment (57.2%) thana person of higher
status (27.4%).
Lexical, semanticand syntactical choices are not
significantly affected by status.
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In the second part, ofthe data analysis, men's and women's data were contrasted
in order to examine how gender affects semantic, syntactic, lexical andstatus patterns.
InTable 5.2, the research questions are listed with a summary ofthe resuhs found in
Chapter 4:
Table 5.2 Summaryofmale and female data contrasted
Research question Summaryof results
Are certain semantic patterns more Men show asignificant preference for semantically
adjectival compliments, while women show equal
preference for adjecrival and verbal compliments.prevalent withone of the genders?
Do men and womenmake different Men's adjectives show amuch more restricted set than
women's, although both sexes usetheadjectives nice and
cool most frequently, only women used theadjectives cute
and great.
Women respondents complimented 50.0% of thetime;
men only 35.1%.
lexical choices?
Which gender receives more
compliments?
How does gender affect status
nflttjarriQ'?
Higher status males received the fewest compliments;
same status females received the most compliments.
Limitations of the Current Study
Although comparisons are made in the Chapter 4 between this study of
Midwestern complimenting behavior and previous compliment studies, these direct
comparisons ofsyntactic patterns from previous studies may provide misleading
information. Thecurrent study collected compliments involving a single topic (personal
appearance/possessions) while other studies were not so restricted. The differences in the
percentages from other studies may be due to the single topic, and not the gender and
status factors in the research questions.
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Because of the nature ofthe data collection, numbers for frequency of
compliment occurrences could be inflated. Although the instructions on the DCT
attempted to provide an equal opportunity to say nothing in aeach situation,
questionnaires require some sort ofanswer by their nature. Respondents may have
answered using acompliment when normally they would not have said anjdhing at all in
a certain situation. They may have also relied heavily on "etiquette' book rules and
responded with acompliment when they would not do the same in natural speech.
However, in some cases the opposite effect may have been evident. For example,
the category that was named "request for information only" was one in which a
respondent indicated that he or she would "say something" (numbers 4, 5, or 6on the
DCT in the Appendix) in agiven situation but still did not compliment. It is likely that
the request for information would have been followed by acompliment in authentic
conversation. One ofthedisadvantages ofaDCT isthat it does not accurately show
turn-taking. The next logical turn in an information request is to compliment the item in
question, but it could not happen in the DCT.
A further limitation to the current study is that it is the first to usetheMidland
andNorth Central Dialects andcompliments ina hypothetical classroom situation asa
source of data. Furthermore, the current study made useof a discourse completion test
for gathering the data used inanalysis, while other studies used natural speech.
Differences incomplimenting patterns found in the current study may beattributed to
dialect, research method, gender, or status. Without previous work done inthe Midland
dialect or work done in otherdialect using a DCT, direct comparisons are to bemade
cautiously.
The datawas collected from undergraduate housing, so it was assumed that all
respondents were undergraduate students at Iowa State; however, since there was no
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question on the DCT requiring students to provide their year at the university, there is no
way ofknowing ifall ofthem were really undergraduates. Also, it is possible that a
student with freshman classification would have responded differently than one senior
classification. More information about respondents' student classification would be
needed in order to make that judgement.
Finally, some degree ofconfusion about the context in the DCT was evident in
thedata which \^s excluded fi*om analysis. InChapter 3 (page 39), I described that one
respondent's answer was left out ofconsideration because he indicated that he did not
compliment the male ofthe same status because he didn't like hats. I explained that this
showed that hedidn't fully understand the context orthe directions onthe DCT.
Although he is the only respondent who provided an explanation, it is possible that this is
also the reason why other respondents chose the answers which they did. There is some
possibility that respondents reacted to change ofitem in the compliments and not change
of gender andstatus, which thepresent study attempts to investigate.
Areas for Further Research
The first step inpreparing toconduct contrastive analyses is to investigate fully
the speech behavior within one community. This study was a first step, since little work
has been done concerning classroom complimenting behavior, and even fewer studies
have been done using the Midland dialect of English.
To further investigate complimenting behavior ina classroom, a study involving
the comparison of theDCT to natural (videotaped) data could bedone. Then, a
contrastive analysis could beused to investigate ESL students' compliments to see how
they compare toNS compliments inthe classroom with each method ofdata collection.
Beebe and Cummngs (1996) compare data collection methods this way intheir study of
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refusals. Even if the DCT is found to be an unreliable methodofcollecting compliments,
comparison tonative speaker intuition could be made and discussion ina classroom
could stimulate discussion.
One interesting step would betodistribute different versions ofthe DCT with
different compliment topics ineach version inorder to investigate how topic change
affects compliment behavior. The results ofthis could again becompared tonatural
speech to test the validity of the datacollection method.
Geis and Harlow (1996) investigated French and English politeness strategies by
using pairs ofnative speakers who were asked to cooperate to put together achild's
puzzle. In this way the participants were unaware ofwhich linguistic features were being
solicited. It would be interesting to construct a situation where compliments could be
elicited from participants without informing them ofthe exact intentions ofthe study. In
this way, data could be controlled yet natural.
Intheir work investigating apologies, Cohen and Olshtain (1981) used role plays
to gather information from participants inorder to develop a rating scale ofsociocultural
competence. This kind ofrole play could also beused when investigating compliments
see if language learners can berated on their knowledge ofcompliments, and therefore,
can be determined where students need the most work in the ESL classroom.
Implications for an ESL or an EFL Classroom
Thenextstepafter this research is to use the results from the data.analysis in
English language teaching. Many different speech acts could betaught in anEnglish
language class, including apologizing, refusals, invitations, compliments and insults. To
do this, Tanaka (1997) proposes thatoneoption for theteacher would be to usethe
students-as-researchers approach. She explains that the first stepis to havestudents
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formulate assumptions about speech act strategies in English. For example, the Japanese
students in her class had many faulty assumptions about the level ofdirectness which
Americans employed. She further notes that some students had used these assumptions
intheir speech behavior and had caused tension with native speakers in the commumty.
Next, adiscussion about the rules ofspeaking in the students' own culture is started, and
ends with the language learners developing a list ofrules for their own culture and
language. Tanaka's students constructed and gathered data with aDCT as described in
the methods section ofthe current study. Tanaka suggested that her students select
situations for the survey in which they had experienced difEicult>' in natural speech. The
students then compare their findings in the questionnaire to their previous assumptions
and tothe rules for speaking intheir own language. Possible follow-up assignments
include journal entries and a small research paper.
Tanaka states that in anEFL situation, videotapes of television andmovies can be
used to get learners to investigate speech strategies. However, I suggest that a teacher in
an EFL situation could put students into groups and discuss assumptions about the speech
act in question as described above, but then assign students to construct aDCT in their
native language. Then, students would be instructed to gather data from members of
their own community. After thedata are summarized by thestudents, comparisons to
American data from one ofmany previous studies done in speech acts can bemade. This
would provide a useful platform for discussing possible reasons for differences in
patterns. Finally, a research paper which reports results in English, as well as vocabulary
assignments, could be constructed. Even a conversation summarizing the results would
be useful in an EFL situation.
However, evenafter students have researched speech act rules, andhave
corrected their faulty assumptions, it isnot ensured that language learners will include
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new speech behavior into their own vernacular. Judd (1999) recommends that speech
acts may be introduced into students' natural speech infive steps. The first step isthe
teacher's own analysis. This analysis includes which speech act ismost important for
students, when they will use it, and imder which constraints. The teacher should also
consider the differences inpatterns inthe native language ofthe students. The second
step engages "cognitive awareness skills". This term refers tomaking students aware
that differences instrategies and patterns exist. Third, activities are presented which
require students to recognize the speech act, for instance, activities inwhich students
identify a compliment within a text. Next, students produce thespeech act ina
controlled activity, likea cloze exercise. It is the last step that Judd advises that is
missing from many ESL textbooks, so teachers may have to invent their own materials.
The last stepis to allow students theopportunity to produce the speech acts in a natural
setting without teacherguidance. He suggests that problem-solving activities such as
puzzles and debates which require little teacher assistance during theactivity beused for
the last step. Although, forthe speech actofcompliments and responses, this step is
more difficult to realize than for disagreement, for example. After the activity, the
teacher offers feedback to students.
Challenges for students and teachers
While teachers and researchers have noted the importance ofteaching speech acts
and pragmatic competence in an ESLclassroom, perhaps the reason it has not been
included in classroom instruction material is because many students view it as less
important than other skills. Manystudents (especially those in an Intensive English
Program [lEP] course) think only ofpassingthe TOEFL or other similar tests. One
semesterwhile I taught in an lEP, four studentsout of 17in my conversationskills class
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were absent for the last three weeks ofthe semester because each ofthem said they
needed to study for the TOEFL and they didn't feel conversation skills were crucial to the
passing the test. Other teachers reported similar absences from their classes.
Teachers' and students' end goals seem congruent (to become fluent in the
language), but the way to achieve the goals appears worlds apart. Many teachers have
commented about the student mentality of"first Iwant to pass the TOEFL, then Iwill
learn English". Ihave talked to many students (some ofthem my former students, most
students in other classes) who view any divergence in the content ofthe course from
direct teaching to the TOEFL as awaste of their time, energy and money. Even though
the TOEFL does claim to test pragmatic competence, some students view anydiing but
rote TOEFL test questions as time wasted. Realistically, ESL course content is driven by
students, for their enrollment provides the fimds which keep the program in business.
Conclusion
Wolfson's (1994) view of compliments keeping awoman in a subordinate
position in society (page 23, present study) should not frighten all ofus into silence, but
should make us more aware of some ofthe possible consequences ofour actions, whether
our intentions are subconscious or purposeful. For example, aperson in a higher status is
likely to be caught offguard by acompliment in asituation which is out ofthe norm and
have an adverse reaction to a gesture offriendship. Furthermore, a compliment from a
woman to an unknown man may be ignored oreven met with hostility.
Knowing when and who to compliment is especially important for learners of
English as a second language. Americans have been found to compliment far more than
many other cultures because the compliment performs multiple functions in American
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conversation. Students living in the American culture have commented on and doubted
the sincerity ofAmerican compliments. Ifwe make use ofdata in studies like the current
one intheESL classroom, misunderstandings about American compliment behavior may
be avoided. Foreign students may be able to recognize the strategies behind the
compliment, and may be able to use his or her own successfully and further his or her
social and professional opportunities in the community.
TheAmerican student inthe example inChapter 2 may ormay nothave been
malevolent in intention when giving a compliment tohis female professor on hermarmer
ofdress during a lesson. However, the effects ofhis compliment were not beneficial.
For aNNS learning English, speech acts may be even harder to interpret because of
different cultural rules. As I have said tomy students when teaching slang inclass, it is
possible to say anything you like, and the utterance may be grammatically correct, but
often that is nor the issue when interacting with people. We must beaware of the
reaction we may get from the person we are talking to. If students are armed with the
norms and functions ofspeech acts, mistakes like the one in the example may be avoided
because the student would have been better informed ofthe underlying function ofthe
speech act he was using.
Lastly, knowledge about the patterns and norms ofAmerican complimenting
behavior may be invaluable for native speakers ofAmerican English. Although we are
able to intuit the rules of speaking inthis country simply because wehave been exposed
to them and socialized into "correct" behavior, this doesn't mean a detailed introspection
into our own behavior isn't useful to us. Knowledgeofour own norms may provide us
with the tools to be more skillful in finding the normsof another culture. When
travelling abroad, or interacting with foreigners inthis country, and even interacting with
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other native speakers, knowledgeof speechbehaviorrules is essential for maintaining
and developing social relationships.
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APPENDIX : DISCOURSE COMPLETION TEST
Questionnaire for Sociolinguistics study
Directions: Each of the following questions is concerned with language use in different
classroom situations. Answer the questions without reflection. There are no right or
wrong answers. The questionnaire should take less than five minutes to fill out. Thank
you for your participation!
Scenario
You have been in a lower-level English (104 or 105) class that meets three times a week
for about one month. The professor frequently has ^e class of20 students work in small
groups. Theprofessor is professional and approachable, but not overly-fiiendly. While
you know most of the students' first names, you are not fnends with any of them outside
of class. They are approximately your age.
1. You areworking in a small group andyou notice thatyour classmate Tracey iswearing
boots that you like. How likely would you be to say anything to her about them? (circle
one):
VERY UNLIKELY 1 2 3 4 5 6 VERY LIKELY
If you would say something (numbers 4,5, or 6), what would it be?
2. Each member of the class is working on in-class assignments in pairs while the
professor circulates and talks to each group. You notice that you like her watch. How
likely are you to say anything to her about it? (circle one):
VERY UNLIKELY 1 2 3 4 5 6 VERY LIKELY
Ifyou would be likely to say something (numbers 4, 5, or 6), what would you say?
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3. When you and your classmate Tom are sitting waiting for class to begin you notice
that you like his hat. How likely are you to say anything to him about it? (circle one):
VERY UNLIKELY 1 2 3 4 5 6 VERY LIKELY
Ifyou would say something to him (numbers 4, 5, or 6), what would you say?
4. You are once again in small groups in the English class. Your professor is wearing a
tie that you like. When he comes around to your group, how likely are you to comment
on his tie?
VERY UNLIKELY 1 2 3 4 5 6 VERYLIKELY
Ifyou would say something to him (numbers 4,5, or6), what would you say?
5. Your age
Your sex: Male or Female (circle one)
6. Your home state
Thank you for your time!
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